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Animation and Virtual Reality for Filmmakers: A New How-to
Auteurist empowers filmmaking and storytelling, allowing everyone to create visually stunning animated
movies
San Francisco, CA: The North Bay Art and Film Festival October 6th-8th is an annual three day event
showcasing independent films and select artists from Northern California and countries around the globe.
The event was created by independent filmmakers with the sole purpose to showcase screen and new
upcoming talent.
Micah Morgan, Chief Creative Officer of Axum Graphics will be leading a workshop on Animation and
Virtual Reality for Filmmakers: A New How-to. on Saturday. The workshop will take place on October 7th
1:15 pm at Carter’s Biz Cafe. This workshop is for filmmakers who want to tell their stories in the medium
of computer animation and virtual reality, but don't have experience in the software tools and techniques
needed to do so. It will demonstrate how Auteurist empowers filmmaking and storytelling, allowing
everyone to create visually stunning animated movies. Attendees will have the chance to apply to the
upcoming Auteurist Alpha program so they can be among the first group of filmmakers to lead the future
of film with Auteurist.
Micah Morgan, an artist in residence at the African American Art & Culture Complex in San Francisco is a
new media artist, film maker, and writer. As Chief Creative Officer of Axum Graphics, she is committed to
changing the world of computer animation and virtual reality film-making. With Auteurist, she is opening
up the field to a whole new class of storytellers by privileging the knowledge of film and theater over 3D
jargon.
About Axum Graphics: Axum Graphics creates 3D content creation tools for everyone. Our tool Auteurist  is a 3D
content creation tool anyone can use to make an animated film or virtual reality experience. It opens up the field to
a whole new class of users, diversifying the industry itself and the stories being told. www.axum.graphics

